**Student Research Assistants and Research Interns Wanted!**

You’d like to gain research experience? You’d like to know more about how we study human behavior and cognitive processes? You are motivated, reliable, conscientious, and a responsible team-player?

**We are looking for** Bachelor and Master-students of Psychology and related disciplines, curious to work with us on current projects as student research assistants or research interns.

As a student research assistant or research intern, you gain valuable insights into research in Cognitive Psychology. Depending on your interests and prior experience, you may actively contribute by
- recruiting research subjects
- preparing, running, and monitoring of experiments
- conducting literature research
- preparing and supporting data analysis
- supporting the programming of our studies
- preparing results for publication (formatting etc.)
- maintaining technical research support systems (IT)
- …

Interested? We’d like to hear from you! Please send your application containing your
- motivation (e.g., Why would you like to become a research assistant/intern at the Department of Cognitive Psychology, Cognition, Action, and Sustainability? Which project(s) or research subjects interest(s) you in particular?)
- CV
- transcript of records (if applicable; naturally, you won’t have this as a 1st semester student, don’t worry!)
- potential starting date (research assistant) or internship timeframe

to Sonja Ehret: Sonja.Ehret(at)psychologie.uni-freiburg.de

Please note: By sending in your application, you agree that we store the information you sent (up to one year) and disseminate it within the Department of Cognitive Psychology to advisors/researchers potentially matching your interests.